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Abstract
This work presents the results of statistical analysis of observed and severe dust visibility in Iraq

in relation to the sunspot cycle for the periods 1959-2007 for Baghdad, 1978-2001 for Rutbah and
1987-2007 for Mousl, Nasiriyah and Basrah. Examination of each dust series was subjected to time
and spectral analysis based on lag correlation. The result shows presence of a significant dust cycle
similar to the sunspot cycle. The cross-correlation between the dust and air temperature with the
sunspot activity shows a high correlation with the 11year sunspot cycle. Moreover, Fast Fourier
Transformation spectral analysis for the dust series confirms the similarity agreement to the sunspot
variations.

Introduction
For many years efforts have been exerted

to describe relationships between climate and
solar activity. Many researchers have
examined various types of meteorological data
looking for evidence of a relationship with the
11 year sunspot cycle. The close connection
between sunspots, cloudiness and rainfall were
observed from 1908 at Blue Hill observatory.
The relationships were found in the same cycle
tendency and a significant correlation between
these parameters was found (Palmer, 1910)
[1]. Willett (1965) [2] argued that a 5.5 year
half cycle and 22 year double cycle occurred
within the pattern of the general circulation of
the atmosphere. Gerety et al. (1977) [3]
conducted an exhaustive cross-spectral
analysis of the single and double sunspot
cycles in temperature and precipitation data
from approximately 300 unevenly spaced
stations around the world. Annual and
seasonal analyses were performed to
investigate evidence for a solar signal in either
temperature or precipitation. They have found
no linear correlation between sunspots and
seasonal temperature and precipitation.
Hancock et al. (1979) [4] performed similar
cross-spectral analyses. Their results showed
several instances in which a solar-weather
relationship could be established. Goudie et al.
(1992) [5] studied the changing frequency of
dust storms by analyzing long-term
meteorological records. The study concluded
that there is no global pattern in the frequency
of dust storms. Qian et al. (2002) [6]
investigated the variation of dust storms and

its climatic control in China. Their results
showed that there is inter-annual variability
and a long-term trend between the frequency
of dust-casuing weather and air temperature in
northern China. Ananthakrishnan et al. (2003)
[7] presented a detailed study of the annual
rainfall at India in relation to sunspot cycles
for the period 1871 to 1978. The correlation
coefficient for the full period of 306 stations
showed a significant relationship. Gleisnaer
et al. (2003) [8] studied the climate responses
to the 11 year solar cycle based on
NCEP/NCAR (National Center for
Atmospheric Research/ National Center for
Environmental Prediction) reanalysis data set.
Their results showed statistical evidence for
significant positive response of the
troposphere temperature to the 11 year solar
cycle. Boberg et al. (2005) [9] reviewed the
influence of solar activity on Earth s climate.
Their study concluded that the controversy
surrounding many proposed solar-weather
relationships originates in the lack of accepted
physical mechanisms linking solar variability
to climate change. In Iraq, many researchers
are trying to characterize and quantify the
effect of dust and dust storms on different
aspects. A recent paper by Mohammed (2009)
[10] draws attention to the relation between
the solar cycle and dust storm variability in
Iraq.

In this paper, 50-years of data from
Baghdad and 25-30-years of data from four
additional meteorological stations distributed
around the country are used to examine
possible effect of the 11- year sunspot cycle on
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the dust storms activity. The relation between
air temperature at Baghdad station and the 11-
year sunspot cycle is also studied using
autocorrelation, cross-correlation and spectral
analysis.

Meteorological Data
The study was undertaken for five

meteorological stations distributed over Iraq,
two in the south (Basrah and Nasiriyah), one
in the west (Rutbah), one in the middle
(Baghdad) and one in the north (Mosul)
(Fig.(1)). The data covered the periods (1959-
2007) for Baghdad, (1978-2001) for Rutbah,
and (1978-2007) for the other stations.

Fig.(1) : Location of the five meteorological
stations.

The collected data were categorized
according to the dust behavior as rising,
suspended and dust storm, and characterized
according to visibility, as severe dust with
visibility less than 1 km and observed dust of
less than 8 km. Statistical polynomial
interpolation were used to treat the short
breakout period of the war (2001-2004), while
the data smoothed by three moving points
average method. The visibility was measured
for every three hours intervals (observation)
using visual contrast method. It may be useful
to mention that the accuracy of the
measurements is dependent on observer s
estimation and the human made error was
expected, especially during night conditions.

It s noticed that these errors don t affect
the general trend of the distribution. The dust

distribution for each station is plotted in
Fig.(2). It is clearly shown that the observed
and severe dust cycles vary according to the
sunspot cycle [11].

In addition, it is noticed that 50% of the
severe storms have visibilities of less than
500m at Baghdad, Basrah and Nasiriyah, while
it is unusual to find severe storms at Mosul
and Rutbah. By comparing the dust activities
from the five stations, it is clear that the
number of observed dust storms is higher at
the stations in the middle and southern part of
Iraq (i.e. Nasiriyah, Basrah, and Baghdad) and
lower in the other stations (e.g. Mosul and
Rutbah). It appears that the stations with
higher dust activity are located closer to the
desert while the stations with lower dust
activity are located away from the desert. It is
also noted that the number of storms at
Nasiriyah occurs at the order of seven times
more than storms in Baghdad and twenty times
more than storms in Mosul, which means
lowest effects were expected in the north.

Fig.(2): Dust distribution for the five stations
compared to the sunspot cycles.

"BGD, BAS, NAS, MOS , RUT and SSN are
abbreviations for Baghdad, Basrah,
Nasiriyah, Mousl Rutbah and Sunspot

number".
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Dust and Sunspot Cycles
1. Auto-correlation

When the correlation calculated between a
series and a lagged version of itself, this will
be called autocorrelation. A high correlation is
likely to indicate a periodicity in the signal of
the corresponding time duration (Davis J.C
1986) [12]. The sunspot cycle period occurs
within the pattern of 11 years. The 5.5 year
half cycle and the 22 year double cycle were
also observed. The dust series variation is
tested for each station to explore its periodicity
cycle. Fig.(3) presents the autocorrelation for
the observed dust and severe dust storms. It
shows that the variability of the dust cycle has
significant similarity with the sunspot cycle for
all stations. The results also show that the data
series recorded at the southern and middle
stations (Nasiriyah, Basrah and Baghdad)

have higher correlation factors compared to
the other stations. This may be due to the fact
that south and mid places are closer to the
desert and frequently affected by the dust. The
figure also shows different lags of the dust
cycles from the sunspot cycle, this could be
due to the short series length and the effect of
the other weather parameters. FFT Spectral
analysis was used to extract the cycle
frequency as in Fig.4. The result shows that
the frequencies for all the data series are
moving around the sunspot cycle frequency
0.092 Cycle/year (11 years). One also notices
that the length of the series affects the impurity
of the cycles.

Fig.(3) : Autocorrelation for the observed and severe
dust for the five stations.

Fig.(4) : Spectral analysis for the observed and
severe dust series.
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2. Cross-Correlation
Cross-correlation is a standard time

analysis method of estimating the degree of
correlation between two data series. The cross
correlation between the sunspot cycle and
each of the data series for the observed dust
and the severe dust are presented in Fig.(5). It
is clear to show the presence of correlation
between the dust cycle with the sunspot cycle
and the highest correlations appears at lags of
11 years. A high degree of correlations were
noticed in the middle and southern parts of the
country while the correlation

becomes less in the northern part, a way from
the desert regions. The FFT spectral analyses
for the cross-correlated cycles were performed
for the different stations as shown in Fig.(6).
The results show that the frequency of the
cross-correlated dust with sunspot cycles in the
order of 0.092 Cycle/year (11 years), except
for Mosul station data which shows frequency
of 0.08 Cycle/year (12.5 years) and the third
harmonic appears in its cycle.

Fig.(5) : Cross-correlation between the observed and
sever dust with the sunspot cycles.

Fig.(6) : Spectral analysis for the correlated
data series.
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3. Weather parameters
Other weather parameters [13] were also

tested to investigate its relation to the sunspot
cycle. The results show significant presence of
positive correlation with air temperature and
wind speed while negative correlation found
to the rain rate and humidity. Fig.(7) presents
the mean air temperature cycle compared and

Discussion
A thorough look to the distribution of the

dust observations for the five stations shows
that the dust series vary according to the
sunspot cycles. As the southern parts of Iraq
are frequently affected by dust storms
especially at Nasiriyah and Basrah, it is noted
that the data series are highly correlated with

correlated to the sunspot and observed dust
cycles at Baghdad. It is clear to show the
positive correlation between the three
parameters. The FFT spectral analysis shows
positive correlation between temperature-dust
and temperature-sunspot cycle with frequency
in the order of 0.096 Cycle/year (10.5 years) as
in Fig.(8).

the sunspot cycle. Errors occur due to the
manual recording of the data and may
affect the measured visibility, but not the
general tendency of the distribution. The time
and spectral confidence tests yield confidence
level of 95% which shows high correlation
with the 11 year sunspot cycle taking into

Fig.(7) : Autocorrelation and cross correlation for temperature, dust and sunspot
number at Baghdad.

Fig.(8) : FFT spectral analysis for air temperature cycle and cross-correlation with
solar and dust cycles at Baghdad.
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account the difference in the period of the
cycles number 20 (11.66 years), 21(10.25
years), 22 (9.66 years) and 23 ( 11.8 years).

The in-phase, positive correlations
between air temperature and the 11-year
sunspot cycle, and between air temperature
and dust activity indicate the following casual-
effect relationship. Higher temperature
associated with higher solar activity result
drier desert and therefore more dust storm
activities in the region closer to the desert.
Thus, the results presented in this study
provide additional observational evidence of
atmospheric response to solar forcing.

Conclusions
In this paper, we attempt to appraise

statistically the significance of the relation
between the sunspot cycles and the dust
activity for five stations in Iraq. Examination
of the data for individual stations using time
and spectral analysis shows significant
correlation with the sunspot cycles. The
potential presence of such relationship has
great importance for predication of the dust
and dust storms activities across the region.
Finally, the appearance of this significant
correlation may be due to the stability of the
weather conditions in the region especially
during periods of summer and winter.
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